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Introduction
You’ve probably  read or  seen thousands of  bass  tuition books  out  there  –
which all have great tips, exercises and advice for all ages, abilities and styles.
Keep using them and learning from them. 

Quite  rightly,  as  the title  suggested,  here  are  Things  I  wish  I  knew when I
started – those trivial, yet meaningful things that are often missed in the early
stages of playing (and must be learned/unlearned/relearned later!)

In this book I want to address some of the issues I have experienced with over
a  decade  of  playing,  writing  and  performing  on the  bass  guitar  (and  more
importantly how to avoid the pitfalls!) 

Keep an eye out for my ‘rule of thumb’ tips              These are not necessarily
100% set in stone and usually down to personal preference   

Please note: This is not intended as a linear series, so feel free to skip to a
chapter which is relevant to you. 
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1. Music as a language 
When we learn  our  first  language (from reading this  book,  I  presume it  is
English) we learn through trial and error and imitation. 

As great American bass player Victor Wooten mentions in his recent TED talk
that “we are already jamming with professionals” when we are babies. We are
naturally  encouraged  to  communicate,  using  language  to  the  best  of  our
ability. Mistakes are often disregarded due to our age. We may be labelled as a
‘beginner’ when we are babies and toddlers, but we aren’t forced to solely
communicate  with  other  beginners.  We  can  communicate  with  any  native
speaker of any age. 

Anyway, I’m no Victor Wooten and his lecture is a fantastic resource. I wanted
to add my input to this perspective by looking at music as a foreign language. 

If you’ve ever learned a foreign language, for example French, at school; you’ll
have been given exercises in one of the four skills: Reading, Writing, Speaking
and Listening. There is also one more important skill which is grammar theory. 

Following this concept of music equals a language we can transfer the four
skills (and grammar) of language learning to music learning:

Reading = reading sheet music/standard notation, chord charts etc.

Writing = transcription, transposition, composition  

Speaking = playing, performing, practising 

Listening = to yourself and others

Grammar = Music theory



Some of you may have enjoyed learning a foreign language and still do (I’m
currently an Intermediate Russian speaker) and others can’t stand it (which is
fine, too!) 

Whichever you’re on, there is one important thing to take from this:

How you can use your ‘language’ strong skills to improve your weaker skills? 

Listening + Reading = a match made in heaven

Many students often find that reading standard notation as the hardest part of
bass  playing,  especially  rhythm.  But,  think  about  this:  How  do  we
remember/recognise words in English? We read and relate the word to that
sound and meaning. So, do the same with rhythms! You wouldn’t expect a 5
year old to read War and Peace, would you? It’s the same for music. 

 Start  simple.  Start  slowly.  Painfully  slow  (45-50  beats  per
minute!) 

 Find the sheet music to your favourite song. 

 Listen to it and read it together. 

 Then try to play one bar. Or two. Or three. And so on.

Within  a  few weeks  of  playing you’ll  start  to  recognise  rhythmic  groups in
exactly the same way that we recognise words and phrases.

Writing + playing = creativeness

Improvise and write down what you play. It may seem obvious but you can
learn a lot from that visual element when finding and developing your own
style. 



I always keep a little notebook in my gigbag during band practice, so that we
have a written record of any new stuff we play. And it’s the same for practice
at home – any of my bass or musical ideas go in the book (no matter how
weird, jazzy or progressive they might seem at the time). Then I’ll review them,
sometimes years later, and develop the concept into another workable idea. 

Listening + transcription = ear training 

In the early noughties, there wasn’t much online material for me to access;
reliable tabs or chords for the songs I liked. I was reading in my current tuition
book of the time about transcription; the idea of writing down what I hear.
This vastly improved my listening skills. Yes, it’s a slow process, particularly if
you’re  a  beginner  –  start  with  your  favourite  song.  You  can download  the
chords to help you (but no TAB!) but it’s  best to do it old school (pen and
paper).   “But  why?”  TAB  is  often  written  by  amateur  musicians  with  little
experience, especially on TAB submission websites. As with any element, the
more practice you do, the better your ears will become. 

There  are  also  many  resources  online  for  ear  training  itself:  listening  to
intervals and chord types etc. Here are 2 examples:

1. How I  remember a major  third is  that  ‘bing bong’  sound of  a
doorbell. 

2. A perfect fourth are 2 open strings on the bass – e.g. E and A; A
and D etc. 

Listening to yourself + playing = record yourself

Most people usually hate the sound of their own voice once it’s played back
through  a  recording;  music  is  no  exception.  However,  there  are  some key
points to take from this:



 You will hear your playing as a listener; not as a player.

 You can pause, rewind and analyse your playing frame by frame. 

Theory + reading = a better understanding of how music works

If  we  stick  with  the  idea  that  music  theory  can  be  likened  to  grammar  in
language; most of us barely even think about grammar in our daily lives. If you
remember  back  to  your  school  days,  you’ll  be  surprised  at  the  number  of
grammar lessons you’ll have taken. 

Music is no exception either when it comes to theory. Learning these ‘rules’
(which are broken regularly) so that they become a subconscious part of our
playing  and  musical  journey,  improves  our  ability  to  communicate  through
music. For example, if a member of your band says “Let’s play a 4/4 groove in E
blues at about 120bpm” if you don’t know what the key musical terms mean
(the same as the key words in a sentence) it can be difficult to communicate
or, at least, slow the creative process. This is not to say that you should study
music theory at University degree level (or even grade 8). It’s about applying
small elements of theory in a practical, which will increase your understanding.
I believe that striking a healthy balance between creativity and theory is the
key to well-rounded musicianship. 

Theory + playing = an easier time with other musicians 

Learning,  understanding  and  using  even  a  little  bit  of  theory  (scales  and
harmony knowledge) will make playing with other musicians much easier (and
will give you more time to play the fun stuff!). 

Here’s a little anecdote from my music days at university: 



I was in my music composition class with about 10 guitarists, 1 pianist and only
myself on bass. We were split into groups to devise a piece using a non-typical
chord  progression  (i.e.  make  it  sound  interesting)  with  at  least  one
interesting/creative key change somewhere within the piece. I was obsessed
with jazz fusion at the time; the pianist was a jazz fan too. We used chord
charts with basic rhythmic ideas to make things easier for both of us.

Interestingly, the guitarists in the other groups were talking about TAB and
how it is ‘the best way’ to write down music for guitar. My tutor then offered
the TAB to the pianist: “Can you understand this? Can you use this?” “No, of
course  not”.  He  then  offered  the  pianist  a  chord  chart,  which  we  all
understood and played through it. 

The moral is: Think about the other members in your band, even if you use a
simple chord charts or just note names – this will save time ‘learning’ the song
and gives you more time to play. 
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